The baby horse!
I named the baby horse Lisave. She eats grass hay and milk but not chocolate milk. Sometimes I ride on her and then she gets her energy out that way. She runs in grass dirt and rocks. I got Lisave when she was 2. Lisave was 2 to young when she was
One day when the horse was all grown up she had 6 babies than named were Sara Ben Lona Simil Chrisa and Jon. 2 were boys and 4 were girls. They all act like than mom when they were dad but the boys did not ever.
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I had a dog too. The horses and the dog named Buster liked to run together. Buster had puppies too! Their names were Flip and Tip. 1 other 1 was named Biskit. 2 horses left at his name, but they got in trouble.
Only the girl horses like to run with the dogs. Bisk every time he ran he got hongreey. But, he was thirsty for water to! The other ones were just tiper.